Looking for Information,
Inspiration & Motivation?
Mission Possible! offers a rare collection of wisdom from twelve inspiring personalities who
have proven that success is not an unreachable goal.

FEATURING MIKE LATTIMORE

Mike Lattimore joins
Bruce Jenner,
Jack Canfield, Brian Tracy, and
Tom Hopkins in the latest book on
Successful Americans!
Mike Lattimore, of Altadena, CA, also known as
America’s Digital Defender, is featured in the newly released
volume 4 of Mission Possible!, alongside nationally known
personalities such as Bruce Jenner (Olympic Gold Medalist),
Jack Canfield (creator and co-founder of Chicken Soup for the
Soul® ), Brian Tracy (world renown Success authority), and Tom
Hopkins (Sales legend). This exciting series captures the
insights, strategies, and inspiration of mission-minded people and
features the transcribed interviews of well-known celebrities as
well as other professionals who have dynamic messages of their
own.
Rapidly gaining national acclaim as America’s Digital
Defender, Mike Lattimore is rapidly becoming one of the most
sought after technology speakers in America. His colorful and
diverse background includes community technology advocacy,
game show casting, direct marketing, computer security and
twenty years of entrepreneurism. Mike is a speaker who has
experienced many lifestyles in one lifetime. His recent audiences
include the National Urban League, International Association of
Administrative Professionals and the Southern California Edison
Corporation. A member of the International Speakers Network
and the National Speakers Association, he is also a licensed
spiritual practitioner. Mike is a speaker who loves computers and
technology “almost as much” as he loves people and his authentic
and fun-loving style not only challenges people to transformation,
but motivates them to WANT it!
“Fast-paced interviews with successful individuals can be a great
encouragement. Such is the information contained in Mission Possible!”
From Amazon.com review

Lattimore is one of twelve contributors featured in Mission
Possible! Volume Four, published by Insight Publishing of Sevierville,
TN. The Mission Possible! books begin as 30-minute talk radio
programs aired on select stations in the South and Northeast.
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